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mechanical ventilation, length of the ICU stay and results (survival or death) were analyzed. The 

CPIS was calculated after 48 hours for the diagnosis of VAP. The patients with CPIS >5 

intubated were assessed VAP+ and the others with CPIS ≤5 were evaluated VAP−. Statistics: t-

Student, Fisher exact test.  

Results. VAP (77.77%), deceased (87.77%), VAP identified using CPIS (score >5. 67.77%), 

reintubated patients (6.66%), the duration of mechanical ventilation and proportion of death were 

essentially higher in the patients with VAP+. CPIS levels were also higher in the patients with 

VAP+. The parameters, which included the CPIS, body temperature, leukocyte number, tracheal 

secretions, and the presence of infiltrates on the chest radiograph, were significantly higher in 

VAP+ patients.  

Conclusions. The results of our research demonstrate that (1) utilizing the CPIS for early 

diagnosis and treatment of VAP and considering that the patients with CPIS >5 were VAP+ are 

managing elements to determine the issues related with VAP in ICU patients and at the meantime 

can confine superfluous antibiotic use. (2) VAP+ patients have longer stay-period, longer 

duration of mechanical ventilation, and increased risk for mortality, that recommend that the risk 

factors (reintubation, use of stress ulcer prophylactics and transportation) causing VAP ought to 

be known by medical staff, and that patient care should be handled accordingly.  
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Introduction. Infection prevention and control in medical care facilities are designed to prevent 

the spread of infection and ensure a safe environment for patients and health workers.  

Aim of the study. To determine the risk of infection for the patients or medical staff according 

to the grade of contamination of the surfaces frequently touched by them.  

Materials and methods. We relied on running rapid auto-control tests on surfaces that are 

frequently touched by patients and staff, and calculating the risk of infection based on the degree 

of contamination of these surfaces.  

Results. We performed 48 tests: 22.91% on surgical departments and 77.08% on medical units. 

Of the total number of tests performed the 27.08% had values above the admitted limit. The 

majority of the abnormal tests were detected in surgical departments.  

Conclusions. Rapid auto-control tests are quick option to indicate the grade of contamination of 

the surfaces frequently touched by medical staff and patients. Test results can be used for 

correction of the procedures of the surface cleansing and disinfection.  
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